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ON THE STABILITY OF A THREE-SPHERE

BY HIDEO MUTO

1. Introduction.

Let (M m , g) be an ra-dimensional closed connected Riemannian manifold.
The identity mapping idM of M is a harmonic mapping, that is, a critical point
of the first variation of the energy functional. (MTO, g) is said to be stable when
the second variation of the energy functional at idM is non-negative and other-
wise, (M, g) is said to be unstable. The m-dimensional (m^3) unit spheres are
unstable. And unstable, simply connected compact irreducible symmetric spaces
were determined (see Smith [6], Nagano [4], Ohnita [5] and Urakawa [11]).

Closed manifolds with negative Ricci curvature and closed Kaehler manifolds
are examples of stable manifolds. Since Gao and Yau [1] proved the existence
of a metric with negative Ricci curvature on every 3-dimensional closed mani-
fold, there exists a stable metric on every 3-dimensional closed manifold.

Recently Urakawa [12] and Tanno [9] studied some deformation of the
standard metric g0 on S2n+1 ( n ^ l ) with constant sectional curvature one. Let
(CPn, h) be the complex projective space with the Fubini-Study metric with con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature 4 and π: (Sm, go)-*(CPn, h) (m=2n+l) be
the Hopf fibration. Let ξ be the unit Killing vector field on Sm which is tan-
gent to each fibre and η be the dual 1-form of ζ with respect to g0. We define
a one-parameter family g(t), 0<t<oof of Riemannian metrics on Sm by

THEOREM (Tanno [9]) For m=2n+1^3 and t>Um), (Sm, g(f)) is unstable,
where ί o (m)=[{(m 2 -4) 1 / 2 -l}/(m 2 -5)] 1 / m .

In this note, we show:

THEOREM A. (S3, g(t)) is stable if and only if ^ ί o ( 3 ) = [ V 5 ~ - l / 4 ] 1 / 3 =
0.676-.

Remark 1. The sectional curvature Kσ(t) of g(t) is positive for 0<£<(4/3)1/3

(see Tanno [9]). In fact, for ί < l , t4£Kσ(t)£t(A-3ts) and for ί^l, t(4-3t*)£
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Remark 2. The volume element of (S3, g(t)) is invariant in ίe(0, ©o).

The author would like to thank Professor Tanno for his helpful sugges-
tions.

2. Preliminaries.

Let g(t), 0<t<oof be the family of metrics on S3 defined in the introduction.
Let C O7 (resp. coi? ι<7 ) be the Riemannian connection (resp. Ricci tensor field) of
g(t). Λ\SS) denotes the space of 1-forms on S3. Let COΔ be the Laplacian of
g(f) and let <,> t (resp. || ||t) be the ZΛinner product (resp. ZΛnorm) of forms
on (S3, g{t)). The Ricci transformation c t ) ζ?: AKS*)->A\S*) is defined by ^Qω
=(^Rkjωk) for <O<ΞΞA\SS). For convenience, we set V=C1)V, Δ=C 1 )Δ, <,>=<, >i,
|| || = || II! and Q=WQ. The Jacobi operator of the identity mapping acts on the
space of vector fields. By the natural duality, the Jacobi operator J(t) acting
on the space of 1-forms is of the form (see Smith [6]):

(2.1) / ( O = - ( t ) Δ - 2 c t > ζ ) .

Let λk be the &-th eigenvalue of the Laplacian Δ acting on the space of
functions on Ss with multiplicity m(k). Then it is known that

(2.2) λk

m(k)=(k+iγ,

Let Lx be the Lie derivation with respect to a vector field X and Vk the
space of eigenfunctions corresponding to the &-th eigenvalue. Then Vk has the
following orthogonal decomposition with respect to g0 (see Tanno [7]):

(2.3) Vk=Σ*Vk.*, ΰ=k, k-2,

Here for any f<=Vkt#,

Let {ί(α)}J=i be an orthonormal frame field of unit Killing vector fields of
S3 satisfying ξ=ξw and [fCα), f^)]=2f ( r ) where (a, β, γ) is a cyclic permutation
of (1, 2, 3) and {η^)l=ι the dual frame field of {£(«>}ϋ=i with respect to g0.
Set Φ<β)=—V£ ( α ) and φ = φ C β ) . Then fCβ), η^ and Φ C α ) satisfy the following
equations: for any vector fields X, Y on S3(l),

go(X, Y)=g0(ΦCcOX,
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where {a, β, γ) is a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3). Then we get immediately:

LEMMA 1. φ < β / = - φ ( α ) " = V Έ C β , .

LEMMA 2. For any fe(0, «>), we have <ηw, ηφ>t=0 (aφβ), <η^, ηwyt

= r 2 and <)?(2), 7(2)>ί=<9(8), η^>t=t.

LEMMA 3. We get LhJVk)dVkf Lhiy(Vk,$)(ZVk,$ and <LhaJ,K>=-
</, Lξ(.ajy for any smooth functions f and h on S3.

3. Proof of Theorem A.

By (2.1), Tanno [9] gave the Jacobi operator J(t) of g(t).

LEMMA 4 (Tanno [9]). The Jacobi operator J(t) of (Sm, g(f)) (m=
is given by the following: For ω^Λ\Sm),

J(t)ω=-tAω+ta-rm)LζLξω-\-2t(tm-iχΦrs'7rωs)η

We prepare some lemmas to prove theorem A.

LEMMA 5. On S3, the following equations hold.

2)

3) ΦrSVr(Σα/α^Cα)),-2/1+f C3)/2-f C2)/3 .

4) For any ίe(0, oo), α=2, 3, we have J(f)η^=0 and

. 1) and 4) were proved by Tanno in [8] and [9]. 2) is easily veri-
fied by [£(«>, f c/ϊ)]=2£cr). Since we have Φ r s7 r)yc« ) s=<7f ( 1 ), 7ίC α )> by Lemma 1,
we have ΦrsVrηau=2 and ΦrsT7ryωs=0 for α = 2 , 3. By the definition of Φ,
we obtain Φ r s V r / ( α ) ^ ( « ) s =-^o(grad/ C α ) , 7^ ( α )^α )). Therefore 3) is proved.

q. e. d.

By the orthogonal decomposition (2.3) of Vk, any 1-form ω on Sz can be
represented by ^ Σ u . ^ / u . ^ ω J u . ^ V i , , ? . By Lem'mas 2, 3 and 4, we
have the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. For any ω=^Σiχ,k,θfι,k,srjii^Λ\Sz) and ίe(0, oo), we have
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<J(t)ω, < w > ( = Σ ? = o S ( f t ) , k , t ) .

Here

S(a>, k, ί)=ΣβW*+(r'-l)51]r1 | |/i.*.«IΓ

Proof. Using df°Φ(a)=ξwfηφ—ξφfηw and Lemma 2, we have

Therefore, by Lemmas 2 and 3, we have the above representation of S(ω, k, t).
q. e. d.

LEMMA 7. For any ω=Σt,k,ϋft,k,ϋηciy^A1(Sί), set / t , * = Σ 9 /»,*,«• Then
for any ωeA'(S'), ίe(0, 1] and k^O, we have

S(ω, k, 0^rI(ί-

Proof. By the definition of Vk,s, we have that for any φe. Vk,s and A—2, 3,

(3.1) <?(

(3.2) Σ *
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By (3.1), (3.2) and Lemma 6, we have

S{ω, k, t)=Γ\t-3-l)Σ,9&2\\fi.k,A2

+t-ik(k-2)\\fi.k\\*+t-Hk\\f1,k\\2

+8t\t-3- l ) Σ β < f t o / . . k,s,fz,k, ,

3.*,,9, fl.k.ϋ)

2+11/,. k

2+11/,,»

And this is the required inequality. q. e. d.

Set W1—\Σt\=ιfιηw : / f e Fj}. To decompose W1 into three linear subspaces,
we define four forms in Wx. Let (x, 3/, z, w) be the canonical coordinate system
in R4 such that ξ is the restriction of yd/dx—xd/dy+wd/dz—zd/dw. Set

LEMMA 8. WΊ has the following orthogonal decomposition with respect to g(t);

W1=WU1+W1,2+W1,3.

Here
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^Uiitfa, ωteiW1.t (ί = l, 2, 3),

Mi(0=ί(2ίs+ί- ί—1—V(ί

M s (ί)=ί(9ί- 3 -8+4ί 8 ),

Proof. Tanno [9] proved that TFi.i and Wί>2 are eigenspaces of /(0 cor-
responding to Wi(0 and u2(t). By Lemma 5, we obtain that Δω=—9ω, L|ω=
—9ω and Φrs"7rωs=0. So, using Lemma 4, we see that W1>z is an eigenspace
of J(t) corresponding to us(f). q. e. d.

Proof of Theorem A. When ί>ίo(3), by showing Mi(ί)<0, Tanno proved
that (S3, ^-(0) is unstable. From Lemma 7, we have S(ω, k, 0 ^ 0 for any ω e
il^S8), any ίe(0, 1] and kφl. And by Lemma 8, when ί^ίo(3), /(ί) have no
negative eigenvalue, that is, (S3, g(f)) is stable. q. e. d.

We also have the nullities Nulled) and the indices Indexed) of the identity
mapping on (S3, g(t)) for

COROLLARY B. We have

Null£(ίd)=

4 (0<ί<ίo(3))
8 (ί=ίβ(3))

6 ( ί = l

Proof. Since indices are obtained by Lemmas 7 and 8, we give nullities of
the identity mapping. From Lemma 7, we have that for any fe(0, 1], kφl,
S(jω, k, 0 ^ 0 and moreover that if fltkΦθ for some / and kΦ0,l,2, then
S(o), k,t)>0. For y^=2, set S(ω, k,t)=Q. Then we have that / 1 > 2 > 2 = / 2 > 2 > 0 =
/ 8 i l i 0 = 0 and ||/B1.|| = | | / » i , | | = r 8 | | / l i l | | . Since we have f α ) / , i E = 2 / β i B by (3.1) and
(3.2), we obtain that £(3>/i.2=2£8/2,2 and ξwfi,2=—2ffB,2. Therefore we have
/i>2^(i)+/2,2^(2)+/3,2^(3)=:::/i>2,o^ci)H-2"1r3ίί(/1(2>o)oΦ. By dim F2,o=3 and Lemma
8, we have nullities of the identity mapping of (S3, g(0) for ίe(0, 1], q. e. d.
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